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Commander

Mighty performance. Smaller Footprint.
KEY FEATURES
Letter and flat processing
Modular design with configurations ranging
from 0 up to 8 Insert Stations
Office friendly: Small footprint and 110Vac single
phase power requirement
Primary sheet feeder with flat/folded
accumulating and subset capability
In-line feeder/folder for single sheet processing
Quick changeover (non-automated)
Sheet Feeder, insert station and Output
Reading: OMR, 1D and 2D
Insert stations that accommodate single sheets,
books, cd’s, stapled sets, plus common inserts
such as return envelopes, brochures, etc.
Insert station multiple feed functionality: Pre-set
number of items fed from an single station
In-line stapling functionality

Bell and Howell’s Commander offers a simplified and reliable approach to
automating your envelope inserting operation. This modular and flexible
inserter is the ideal solution for office environments, small/mid-sized mail
production operations, or supplementing large production environments.
The Commander is designed for easy set-up and quick changeover between
jobs, enabling faster order turnaround and improved operational workflows.
The multi-format workhorse enables businesses to dynamically process up to
6,000 pieces per hour, with a duty cycle of 500,000 per month.
A PERFECTLY CALCULATED STEPPING STONE

The Commander is targeted for those who are looking to add capacity
to their current production line, augment their inserting operation from
manual hand-filling or when one cannot justify the investment and footprint
associated with higher-end production models.
Smaller footprint does not mean sacrificing efficiency, versatility and
durability. Insert feeder are designed to handle a wide range of products
including: single sheets, cards, reply envelopes, per-folded product, stapled
sets, cd’s and books.
The Commander uses a simple-to-use touch-screen console for quick setup,
job programing and error messaging/recovery. Reading functionality enables

the processing of personalized packages including the matching
of multiple inputs.
RELIABILITY AND SERVICE

Maximum uptime and availability starts here. From an extensive
service footprint, 40,000+ parts at 40+ stocking locations, to
the best service and support in the industry, we’ve got you
covered 24/7/365. By combining turnkey project management,
advanced analytics and flexible maintenance plans, you’ll
have the complete solution to ensure that your organization is
running more efficient for longer.

SPECS
Cycle speeds

Letters up to 6,000/hr
Flats up to 5,500/hr
Duty cycle: Up to 500,000 per month

Side Insert Feeder

»» Size:
Minimum: 3.2” x 6.25”
Maximum: 8.5” x 11.8”
»» Thickness:
Minimum: 20lb single sheet
Maximum: 0.28”

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT: BELLHOWELL.NET

Envelope sizes

Minimum: 4” x 9.25”
Maximum: 10” x 13”
Maximum Package Thickness: 0.59”

Sheet Feeder cycle
speeds

Landscape: Up to 28k per hour
Portrait: Up to 20k per hour
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